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Abstract. Zero-shot learning uses semantic attributes to connect the
search space of unseen objects. In recent years, although the deep con-
volutional network brings powerful visual modelling capabilities to the
ZSL task, its visual features have serious pattern inertia and lack of
representation of semantic relationships, which leads to severe bias and
ambiguity. In response to this, we propose the Semantic Graph-enhanced
Visual Network to conduct graph modelling of visual features mapped to
semantic attributes by using a knowledge graph, it contains several novel
designs: 1. Refining the visual features with graph convolutional networks
on the semantic graph; 2. Using attribute word embedding as a target for
a semantic regression; and 3. Fusion and supplementing the intermedi-
ate visual features refined by semantic graph into visual embedding. By
promoting the semantic linkage modelling of visual features, our method
outperforms state-of-the-art approaches on multiple representative ZSL
datasets: AwA2, CUB, and SUN.
Keywords: Zero-shot learning; graph convolutional network; semantic
knowledge graph; attribute word embedding
1 Introduction
Zero-shot learning (ZSL) presents a new paradigm for image recognition, whose
goal is to train models to recognize categories that have never been seen be-
fore [22]. Because many instances in datasets in the real world do not have
associated classes, ZSL is required to make computer vision (CV) more general-
ized [20,47,17,16,30]. Unlike typical supervised learning, in which the unlabelled
is a part of the samples. In ZSL, the unlabelled are the entire categories (unseen),
and the only clue that connects the seen and unseen classes is the attribute
assigned to each class. In recent years, architectures using deep convolutional
networks (CNN) are used as the embedding subnet for ZSL [38,49,25,16]. CNN
based ZSL models are usually pre-trained by ImageNet [34] to earn the initial
visual perception ability [38,49,52]. However, the models only provide mappings
between classes and observed patterns; knowledge about relationships within the
attributes of seen and unseen classes are not utilized.
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Fig. 1. Illustrating the strategy of semantic graph-enhanced visual embedding. The
red lines and dashed box represent the modelling of implicit semantic links in visual
features and help visual-semantic bridging complete the category mapping.
In existing ZSL methods, both general inductive setting methods [51,33,52]
and transductive setting methods [21,38,42] which even access to unseen samples,
the visual image modelling and attribute mapping modelling are separate. For ex-
ample, in a ZSL task, the input image is denoted as x, the visual embedding func-
tion formed by CNN is θ(·). Separated from this, the semantic embeddings φ(y)
indicate the attribute distribution of each class. F (x, y,Wϕ) = Fϕ(θ(x),Wϕ)φ(y)
is the score function of classification. The only connection between the visual and
the semantic embeddings is the visual-semantic bridging Fϕ(·,Wϕ), which is usu-
ally constructed by few fully-connected layers (FC). Facing visual embedding θ(·)
with strong pattern inertia, Fϕ(·,Wϕ) bears an excessive modelling pressure and
hard to reverse prediction bias. Although the latent attributes mechanism re-
duces the skew caused by the attribute inertia [25,27], the existing ZSL models
still ignore the implicit semantic linkages in visual features. The components
outlined in black in Figure 1 show the current state of the art in how ZSL uses
attributes.
In order to address the lack of knowledge about relationships within the at-
tributes, we must use knowledge of the attribute connections provided by their
semantic relationships, as shown in red in Figure 1. To do this, we propose
the Semantic Graph-enhanced Visual (SGV) network, which consists of
3 key points: 1. In order to use the relationships amongst attributes found in
the semantic knowledge graph, we use graph convolutional network (GCN) [19]
to remodel the intermediate features of the visual model and feedback the se-
mantic information to the CNN. Our GCN’s running structure is based on the
attribute co-occurrence knowledge graph; 2. In order to provide better sets of
related attributes for the model, we create a self-consistent system with GCN
modelling by creating attribute word vectors to achieve semantic regression. 3.
Finally, in order to integrate this new semantic-derived information into the clas-
sic ZSL model, we skip-connect the graph modeled visual features to the visual
embedding θ(x). The purpose is to fuse the graph enhanced features to visual
embedding and help the loss back-propagation from semantic embedding φ(y).
The contributions of our study can be summarised as:
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1. We propose the Semantic Graph-enhanced Visual network, in which,
GCN remodels the CNN visual features with an attribute knowledge graph in-
formation, and provides semantic relations to a deep visual model.
2. We use the attribute word vectors as the regression output of the GCN
pipeline, which offers supervision for semantic graph modelling and completes a
self-consistent system.
3. We combine the graph enhanced features into visual embedding to enhance
the semantic relational representation of visual embedding.
4. We evaluate the proposed SGV network and supporting techniques. The
proposed method achieves state-of-the-art performance on ZSL datasets: AwA2 [46],
CUB [41], and SUN [32]. We perform ablation studies and visualization analysis
to validate the effectiveness of our designs.
2 Related Works
2.1 Zero-shot Learning
Zero-shot learning (ZSL) uses semantic attributes to connect the search space
of unseen objects. The original ZSL uses a two-stage method; the first stage
predicts the attribute while the second stage maps the attribute to the class,
based on direct attribute prediction (DAP) [22]. The prediction of ZSL relies on
a shared semantic space which can be user-defined attribute annotations [11] or
unsupervised word embeddings [28].
In order to both remove the gap between attribute predictions to the final
category and correct assumptions that attributes are independent of each other,
ESZSL [33] and SCoRe [29] propose to use a multi-layer neural network to train
the visual-semantic bridge. SAE [20] introduces external word embeddings as an
assistant. However, the ”domain shift” [13] still causes severe category bias, es-
pecially in generalized ZSL setting [4], which mix the seen and unseen classes in
a search space. [16,48] add regulation in the loss function. AEZSL [31] generates
embedding spaces from multiple perspectives and PREN [49] uses the ensem-
ble method to fuse them. The adversarial learning strategy is also applied in
ZSL to generate more vivid embedding spaces [52,30,47]. The transductive ZSL
methods [38,49,42] even trains some part of unlabeled unseen class samples to
make up for the natural lacking of inference clues in visual-semantic modelling.
Moreover, LDF [25] suggest that human-defined attributes cannot fully depict
semantic information and propose the latent attribute mechanism to automat-
ically learn the pseudo-attributes. LFGAA [27] adds attention values for both
human-defined and pseudo attributes.
Instead, we argue that another vital reason for the ”domain shift” is that
the connection between visual features and semantic space is too weak. We
gain the obvious difference between the existing ZSL methods and the SGV:
1. The embedding subnet in previous works focuses on modelling the visual
features and ignores the implicit semantic linkages in deep visual features; 2.
The SGV network introduces the unbiased knowledge graph to supervise the
visual modelling and uses the GCN to learn the cognition of semantic relations.
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Some methods use external knowledge to assist ZSL models [20,29,45,17].
Among them, SEKG [45] and DGP [17] are closest to our study. However, they
are still extremely different from SGV: 1. SEKG and DGP rely on the topology
of WordNet. Thus the applicable datasets are limited; 2. Although they also use
a GCN for semantic modelling, it is insufficient for deep visual representation.
3. They lack the ability to feed the outcomes of semantic graph learning back to
the visual features.
2.2 Graph Neural Network for Computer Vision
Graph neural networks (GNNs) are widely applied in computer vision due to
their excellent modelling capabilities for non-Euclidean relations [3,19]. The ben-
efit of visual modelling applications include: various recognition tasks [8,7], ob-
ject detection [39] and segmentation [50], as well as visual point cloud data
modelling [23]. Researchers use a GNN to model the links between category la-
bels [9,5] or integrate external knowledge [8]. Graph learning also enhances the
representation of the connections between visual objects and semantic entities
and refines the boundaries of detection and segmentation [50]. Visual-semantic
interaction tasks like visual question & answer (VQA) and image caption are
emphasised application areas of a GNN [24,43], though which the logic relations
between visual features are modeled, which gives the model semantic reasoning
ability and promotes the info-transmission of visual signals to semantic.
A graph convolution [19] is the most common method of graph learning. In
addition the above studies can confirms that implicit semantic linkages do exist
in visual features, graph modelling is a powerful means of loading structured
knowledge into deep models.
The above methods are significantly different from the proposed SGV net-
work: 1. In the existing studies, a GNN models the outcomes of a CNN or
external structured knowledge without modelling intermediate visual features;
2. The previous GNN-based models lack the ability to feed the graph modelled
features back the visual representation. By contrast, the SGV method uses a
GCN to reconstruct and readjust deep visual representations, which enhances
the ability to model semantic relationships in visual models while retaining the
ability to express them visually.
3 Semantic Graph-enhanced Visual Network
3.1 Problem Formulation and Notations
The ZSL task is formulated as follows: there is a seen dataset S = {(xsi , ysi )}n
s
i=1
which contains ns samples for training, where xsi denotes the i-th image and
ysi ∈ YS is the category label of it. There is an another unseen dataset U =
{(xui , yui )}n
u
i=1 with similar form. The seen and unseen category sets YS and YU
obey the following constraints: YS ∩ YU = ∅,YS ∪ YU = Y where Y is the total
category set. YS and YU share a semantic attribute space: ∀yi ∃ < a1, . . . , am >
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Fig. 2. Illustration of attribute link construction. The gray-dotted lines are the co-
occurrence relations with low PMI value, and the black lines indicate a high PMI
value between attributes. There is no separate sub-graph in our knowledge graph, and
’?’ represents another attribute vertex that connects to the appeared attributes.
as the only bridge between them and yi ∈ Y, and m is the number of attributes.
The goal of conventional ZSL (CZSL) is to learn the classifier with the search
space of unseen classes YU , for more challenging generalized ZSL (GZSL), the
search space of expected classifier is Y.
3.2 Overview Framework
In order to achieve both the goal of CZSL and GZSL, the following steps must
be taken: 1. Construction of Semantic Knowledge Graph: Construct the
semantic knowledge graph with co-occurrence relations of attributes. 2. Knowl-
edge Injection: Transform the knowledge graph into information that can be
associated with visual features using at GCN, then inject information from the
knowledge graph into the CNN. 3. Auxiliary Supervision: Use word vectors
to regulate the graph modelling of attribute semantic relationships. 4. Hybrid
Embedding: Merge the semantic topic features modeled by the GCN into the
final visual embedding.
Construction of Semantic Knowledge Graph Instead of applying Word-
Net as a prior knowledge graph as done in [45,17], we construct the semantic
knowledge graph based on attribute co-occurrence relations. The attributes with
co-occurrence relation will have a high probability of existing in the same visual
image.
A semantic knowledge graph, Gatt = (V, E), contains vertices V = {v1, v2, . . . , vm}
and edges E) between them. We utilize a symmetric matrix to encode edges [[li,j ]]
where li,j = 1 means there is a linkage between vertices vi and vj , else not. The
point-wise mutual information (PMI) [2] is used to determine the connection
between vertices, as follows:
PMI (vi, vj) = N
(
log
p (vi, vj)
p (vi) p (vj)
)
, (1)
where PMI (vi, vj) is the PMI between attributes vi and vj , p(v) is the occur-
rence probability of attribute v, and p(vi, vj) is the co-occurrence probability of
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Fig. 3. Overview of SGV network. The leftmost area shows the CNN blocks, the middle
shows the transfer and graph modelling module, and the rightmost area is the semantic
knowledge graph, the vertexes of which refer to the attributes.
vi and vj . N denotes the normalization function within [0, 1]. Figure 2 illustrates
the construction strategy of the semantic knowledge graph, and the link is built
between the vertices with a PMI of higher than the threshold δ.
Knowledge Injection Now that we know the co-occurrence relations of se-
mantic attributes, we can use this knowledge information to optimize the visual
model. The efficacy of the SGV network is based on a premise that there are
implicit semantic linkages in visual features, and this has been found in other
CV studies [44]. Our approach will provide the CNN model both the cognitive
ability of visual and semantic relationships. This is different to other ZSL meth-
ods using attention mechanism to generate attentive regions [47] or adjust the
weights of human-defined and latent attributes [27]. As Figure 3 shows, in our
SGV network, the attention mechanism is a tool to inject the semantic knowl-
edge to visual features. Given the feature maps X of any block in the CNN-based
visual model, semantic graph modelling is defined as:
fG = FG (< Fin (X,Win) ,Gatt >,WG) , (2)
where the transform function Fin(·,Win) converts X to the suitable input shape
of the GCN, and Win is the transform weights. FG(< ·,Gatt >,WG) is the SGV
block parameterized by WG , which contains two GCN layers. fG is the graph
enhanced features of SGV block.
The graph convolution is defined as H(i+1) = σ
(
D−1GaH(i)W
(i)
G
)
[19],
where H(i) and H(i+1) are the layers of GCN, D and Ga are the degree and
adjacency matrices of the preset graph Gatt, σ refers to an activation function.
Next, we inject the graph enhanced information fG to visual features X, as:
X˜ = σout (fG ,Wout)⊗X, (3)
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Fig. 4. Detailed architecture of the SGV network. (a-b) Different SVG blocks with
or without Tandem-DeepGCN; (c) The general SGV network structure; (d) The SGV
network with the semantic topic features (STF) that fused into final visual embedding.
where X˜ is the new visual features enhanced with semantic graph modelling,
and ⊗ is the element-wise multiplication. σout (·,Wout) is the activation and
transform function with weights Wout.
Auxiliary Supervision Now that we have the knowledge injection method, we
need to use regulation to optimize the semantic graph modelling with attribute
word vectors, which is different from previous work that learns the semantic
word embeddings in ZSL [20,31]. We set the target output of the GCN pipeline
to the attribute word vectors A = [a1, a2, . . . , ak] of the corresponding category
y, where ai ∈ Rd is the word vector of one attribute and k is the number of
attributes belong to category y, d is the dimension of word embedding. We
consider each category y as a bag of words {Att1, Att2, . . . , Attk}, including
its corresponding semantic attributes. The training corpora of attribute word
vectors is all category word bags.
To feed-forward multiple layers of semantic relation information, we connect
all SVG blocks to form a Tandem-DeepGCN pipeline. As shown in Figure 4(c),
each SGV block receives both the previous GCN features and the CNN visual
features as inputs. Given the previous GCN features f
(i−1)
G , we obtain:
f
(i)
G = F
(i)
G
(
< Fin(X,Win) ./ Fsq(f
(i−1)
G ),Gatt >,W (i)G
)
, (4)
where Fsq(·) is a transform function squeezing the dimension of the GCN fea-
tures, and ./ is concatenation. To solve the gradient diffusion on the GCN
pipeline, we adopt the residual GCN structureH(i+1) = FG(H(i),W
(i)
G )+H
(i) [23].
So, we implement deep modelling on the semantic knowledge graph using the
Tandem-DeepGCN pipeline, as shown in Figure 4(c). And we optimize this deep
graph modelling by using the regression of attribute word vectors.
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Hybrid Embedding To further enhance the final visual embedding, we per-
form one last step. As illustrated in Figure 4(d), inspired by the pyramid struc-
ture [26], we merge the enhanced visual-semantic features fG into the final visual
embedding θ(x), i.e. Semantic Topic Features (STF). Its advantages are: 1.
Help the loss back-propagation from ZSL semantic embedding φ(y) to the SGV
blocks; 2. Provide more layers of semantic graph enhanced information for the
latent attributes [25,27]. As follows:
θ(x)+ = θ(x) ./ fˆG
(1)
./ fˆG
(2)
./ · · · ./ fˆG(L), (5)
where θ(x)+ is the integrated visual embedding, and fˆG
(i)
refers to the squeezed
STF and is calculated as fˆG
(i)
= 1m
∑m
v=1
(
Fsq(f
(i)
G )[v]
)
. Moreover, m is the
number of attribute vertices, and Fsq(·) squeezes the SGV features to avoid
θ(x)+ from becoming too wide. Because θ(x) is obtained from the global average
pooling of all feature maps, we average the STF along the vertical axis.
4 Optimization
The weights in neural network of the proposed SGV network described above
is optimised using a multi-task system. Given the semantic prediction ϕ(x) =
Fϕ(θ(x),Wϕ), which is calculated using visual-semantic bridging, we use the
softmax cross-entropy loss:
LA = − 1
n
n∑
i
log
exp
(
ϕ(xi)
>φ(yi)
)∑
ys∈YS exp (ϕ(xi)>φ(ys))
. (6)
We use the mean-square error as the loss of auxiliary supervision based on
the attribute word vectors. Note that for each training pair (xi, yi), except for
the k attribute word vectors belonging to category yi, the ground-truth of the
remaining m− k attribute word vectors is set to 0:
LW = 1
n
n∑
i
m∑
v
∥∥∥Fsq(f (L)G (xi))[v]− av(yi)∥∥∥2. (7)
We also follow the same mechanism of latent attributes in [25,27], which
applies triplet loss [35] to learn discriminative latent category features:
LLT = − 1
n
n∑
i
[
‖ζ(xi)− ζ(xj)‖2 − ‖ζ(xi)− ζ(xr)‖2 + α
]
+
, (8)
where ζ(x) refers to the visual-latent prediction, xi and xj are images from the
same class and xr is from a different class. [·]+ is equivalent to max(0, ·). α is
the margin of triplet loss and is 1.0 in all experiments.
We combine the above learning targets with the balancing factors β and γ:
L = LA + βLLT + γLW (9)
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5 Experiments and Analysis
5.1 Experimental Setup
DatasetsWe conduct the experiments on three representative ZSL datasets: An-
imals with Attribute 2 [46] (AwA2), Caltech-UCSD Birds 200-2011 [41] (CUB)
and Scene Classification Database [32] (SUN). AwA2 is a coarse-grained dataset
containing 37,322 images from 50 animal classes with 85 attributes. CUB is a
fine-grained dataset consisting of 11,788 images from 200 different bird species
with 312 attributes. SUN is another fine-grained dataset that including 14,340
images from 717 different scenes providing 102 attributes. The zero-shot splits
are adopted as 40/10, 150/50, and 645/72 on AwA2, CUB, and SUN, respec-
tively, for two split strategies: standard split and proposed split [46].
Evaluation metrics The average per-class top-1 accuracy ACC is used as
the primary metric. The experiments include both conventional and generalised
ZSL settings [46]. In the CZSL setting, all test samples come from the unseen
classes (y ∈ Set〈YU 〉). In the GZSL setting, the test samples come from both
seen and unseen classes (y ∈ Set〈YS〉 ∪ Set〈YU 〉), and we report the accuracy
ACCS , ACCU of seen and unseen test samples and their harmonic mean H =
2×ACCS×ACCU
ACCS+ACCU .
Implementations The backbone network ResNet [14] is applied to ini-
tialise the Embedding Subnet using the pre-trained weights on ImageNet-1k
dataset [10]. Moreover, we test ResNet [14] with 18, 50, and 101 layers as a
backbone to demonstrate that the proposed SGV block also works well on the
smaller Embedding Subnet. This is the first study to conduct such a comparison.
For other hyper-parameters in the SGV network, the In and Out transform
functions Fin(·) and σ(·) in Eqs. 2 and 3 are implemented with a FC mapping,
and the activation function of σ(·) is Sigmoid. Each SGV block contains two
GCN layers with the dimension of 64 and h × w, where (h,w) is the shape of
the visual feature maps. The FC mapping Fsq(·) squeezes the features dimension
to 10. The threshold δ and balancing factors β, γ are set to 0.75, 1.0, and 0.5,
respectively. We apply the Adam optimizer [18] throughout all experiments.
Unless otherwise specified, our SGV model uses the attribute word embedding
sub-task and STF by default.
5.2 Conventional Comparison
Overall performance. CZSL mainly tests the recognition ability of the model
for unseen samples. We compare several state-of-the-art transductive ZSL meth-
ods [21,38,49,27] and inductive ZSL approaches [22,51,12,33,1,15,47,16,52]. In
addition to an ordinary SGV network, we also add the models of SGVLT (with
the latent attributes in [25]), SGV + T (using the transductive method in [38]),
and SGVLT + SA (using the transductive method in [27]) into the competition.
Table 1 shows that the proposed SGV network outperforms the existing ZSL
methods with both inductive and transductive strategies on CZSL. In most cases,
our SGV can achieve the best results. Even with fewer layers, the SGV remains
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Table 1. Comparisons under the CZSL setting (%). For each dataset, the best, the
second-best, and the third-best performances are marked in bold, blue, and green
font respectively for both the inductive and transductive methods. For SGV-18, SGV-
50, and SGV-101, the visual embedding subnet is ResNet with 18, 50, and 101 layers.
Both standard split (SS) and proposed split (PS) are considered. The notations: I
denotes inductive ZSL methods, and T denotes transductive ZSL methods.
Method
AwA2 CUB SUN
SS PS SS PS SS PS
I
DAP [22] 58.7 46.1 37.5 40.0 38.9 39.9
SSE [51] 67.5 61.0 43.7 43.9 25.4 54.5
DEVISE [12] 68.6 59.7 53.2 52.0 57.5 56.5
ESZSL [33] 75.6 55.1 43.7 53.9 57.3 54.5
ALE [1] 80.3 62.5 53.2 54.9 59.1 58.1
CDL [15] 79.5 67.9 54.5 54.5 61.3 63.6
AREN [47] 86.7 67.9 70.7 71.8 61.7 60.6
LFGAA [27] 84.3 68.1 67.6 67.6 62.0 61.5
TCN [16] 70.3 71.2 – 59.5 – 61.5
SGMA [52] 83.5 68.8 70.5 71.0 – –
SGV-18 (ours) 77.3 67.5 68.1 67.2 59.2 59.0
SGV-50 (ours) 82.6 71.4 69.2 70.3 61.6 61.7
SGV-101 (ours) 85.8 73.2 70.6 72.2 64.3 63.8
SGVLT -101 (ours) 88.1 74.0 71.4 72.8 64.2 64.8
T
SE-ZSL [21] 80.8 69.2 60.3 59.6 64.5 63.4
QFSL [38] 84.8 79.7 69.7 72.1 61.7 58.3
PREN [49] 95.7 74.1 66.9 66.4 63.3 62.9
LFGAA + SA [27] 94.4 84.8 79.7 78.9 64.0 66.2
SGV-50 + T (ours) 91.0 80.5 74.2 76.0 60.5 62.6
SGV-101 + T (ours) 93.2 83.7 77.6 79.4 64.0 63.8
SGVLT -101 + SA (ours) 96.3 86.8 81.0 82.3 65.0 67.9
extremely competitive. SGV-50 can outperform most state-of-the-art methods.
The performance of SGV-18 can also approach that of other state-of-the-art
models that are usually based on a much larger backbone.
Our SGV achieves an improvement 2.8% ∼ 5.2% over LFGAA, which also
applies an attention mechanism. The improvement by SGV is greater than 2%
in the transductive setting. The comparative methods frequently only show an
excellent performance on one dataset, while the SGV can achieve the best on
all datasets. Moreover, we found that SGV performs well on fine-grained clas-
sification datasets such as CUB and SUN, which is most evident on the CUB
datasets with detailed attribute descriptions. This indicates that the SGV has
strong cross-modal semantic modelling capabilities on fine-grained visual fea-
tures and clearly described attributes.
Analysis of the SGV vs other attention mechanisms. As Table 2
shows, we compare the models with and without the SGV to validate its ef-
fectiveness on ZSL. We chose the inductive version of QFSL [38] (denoted as
B-Netw/o SGV ) as the baseline. To better show the benefit of SGV, we introduce
two baselines Att-Net and SCA-Net with spatial attention and both spatial and
channel-wise attention mechanisms [6]. We also analyse the effects of configuring
the SGV block in each CNN block, each stage (when the size of the receptive
field changes), or the last CNN block. Although the ordinary attention mecha-
nism can improve the baseline slightly, it cannot compare the ability of graph
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Table 2. Ablation results with or without SGV on proposed split (PS) (%). For
SGV(last block), SGV(each stage), and SGV(each block), the SGV block is added to each
CNN block, each stage, and the last CNN block of the embedding subnet.
Option Method AwA2 CUB SUN
w/o SGV
B-Netw/o SGV 62.7 59.0 56.5
Att-Net [6] 63.9 64.2 57.7
SCA-Net [6] 63.3 65.5 59.0
w/ SGV
SGV(last block) 72.8 70.4 61.9
SGV(each stage) 73.2 71.8 62.9
SGV(each block) 72.0 72.2 63.8
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Fig. 5. Comparisons on AwA2, CUB, and SUN datasets with proposed split (PS)
(%). We apply the inductive setting and set the latent attribute mechanism [25] and
attribute word vector sub-task as options.
modelling for a semantic representation, and the SGV shows overwhelming ad-
vantages. Moreover, the granularity of the dataset decides requirements for SVG
blocks. On AwA2, fewer SGV blocks achieve the best results, indicating that
semantic attributes are relatively obscure in coarse-grained visual features.
Analysis of the attribute word vector sub-task. We validate the im-
provement from applying the attribute word vector sub-task. As illustrated in
Figure 5, we can see that the regression of the semantic graph modelling by an at-
tribute word vector sub-task can significantly improve the performance of visual-
semantic modelling. Particularly on fine-grained image recognition datasets, like
CUB and SUN, the benefits of word embedding regression are higher than the
latent attributes. We analyze the reason is that the feedback of fine-grained
visual features on the attributes is more prominent, and the association of a
fine-grained visual semantic is stronger.
Moreover, when the attribute word vector sub-task and latent attributes are
used at the same time, the classification accuracy reaches its peak, indicating that
the regression of semantic graph modelling to attribute word vectors supporting
ZSL model generates more accurate latent attributes.
Analysis of using STF. We conduct another ablation study to validate
the effect of STFs and set the mechanism of the latent attribute as an option
to test the collaborative performance of STF and the latent attribute mecha-
nisms [25,27]. Figure 6 shows that, as STF concatenates more semantic features
into a visual embedding, the performance of the model is continuously improved,
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Fig. 6. Performance of different methods on AwA2, CUB, and SUN datasets with
proposed split (PS) (%) in the inductive setting of CZSL tasks. Here, no SGV indicates
baseline model with inductive ResNet QFSL [38], and different settings of STF are
compared. Moreover, STF(all) denotes that the semantic features from all SGV blocks
are merged with the visual embedding, and STF(+1) and STF(+2) indicate that only
the last one or two SGV blocks are considered.
Table 3. Comparisons in the GZSL setting (%). For each dataset, the best, the second
best, and the third best results are marked in bold, blue, and green fonts respectively.
Method
AwA2 CUB SUN
ACCS ACCU H ACCS ACCU H ACCS ACCU H
DEVISE [12] 90.5 10.0 18.0 70.9 11.5 19.8 43.3 7.9 13.4
ESZSL [33] 77.8 5.9 11.0 63.8 12.6 21.0 27.9 11.0 15.8
CMT* [37] 89.0 8.7 15.9 60.1 4.7 8.7 28.0 8.7 13.3
CDL [15] 73.9 29.3 41.9 55.2 23.5 32.9 34.7 21.5 26.5
AREN [47] 79.1 54.7 64.7 69.0 63.2 66.0 40.3 32.3 35.9
TCN [16] 65.8 61.2 63.4 52.0 52.6 37.3 37.3 31.2 34.0
SGMA [52] 87.1 37.6 52.5 71.3 36.7 48.5 – – –
PREN [49] 88.6 32.4 47.4 55.8 35.2 27.2 35.4 27.2 30.8
LFGAA [27] 93.4 27.0 41.9 80.9 36.2 50.0 40.0 18.5 25.3
LFGAA + SA [27] 90.3 50.0 64.4 79.6 43.4 56.2 34.9 20.8 26.1
SGV-50 + T (ours) 90.8 65.4 76.0 69.2 68.3 68.7 36.9 50.6 42.7
SGV-101 + T (ours) 94.0 69.2 79.7 74.8 73.1 73.9 38.3 55.2 45.2
SGVLT -101 + SA (ours) 93.1 57.1 70.8 80.6 53.2 64.1 43.3 31.4 36.4
and better results are obtained when we introduce latent attributes and STF
concurrently. We can conclude that STF not only complements the visual em-
bedding, it also boosts the modelling of the latent attributes.
5.3 Generalized Comparison
GZSL test model’s ability to recognize samples in seen and unseen mixed search
space. We verify the proposed SGV network in the GZSL task. As listed in
Table 3, we can note that, except for a few classification results for seen classes,
our proposed method outperforms other comparison methods on all datasets.
SGVLT -101 + SA improve over the state-of-the-art LFGAA + SA [27] by a
significant margin of 6.4% ∼ 20.3% on the AwA2, CUB, and SUN datasets. With
a more straightforward application of unseen class samples (as the transductive
setting in [38]), SGV-101 + T achieves 9.3% ∼ 17.7% improvement over the
comparison methods. Although the forced reversal of unseen class weights [38]
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Fig. 7. Visualisation of the attribute word vector outcomes in CZSL task on AwA2
and CUB. The left side of each sub-figure are example images, the upper part is the
input image, and the lower part is from the ambiguity class. The top of each sub-figure
is the classification probabilities of the compared methods, the blue bar refers to the
target class, and pink indicates the ambiguity class. The symbols ’+’, ’o’, ’x’ in the
scatter represent the word vector projections of the target class, ambiguity class, and
sub-output of the SGV, respectively. The PCA dimensionality reduction [40] is used.
will reduce the seen class accuracy on extremely biased datasets such as SUN,
the SGV-101 + T and SGV-50 + T (with only a 50 layer backbone) still achieve
the most competitive scores on the harmonic metric. Moreover, although many
existing state-of-the-art methods use unseen images or semantics during training,
they do not achieve the best result on all datasets, unlike the SGV network.
5.4 Visualization and Disambiguation Analysis
To gain more insightful evidence into the effectiveness of the SGV network, we
conduct visualisation experiments to show the performance of the SGV in seman-
tic graph modelling and visual feature attention, and analyze the disambiguation
of the SGV network.
We apply inductive SGVLT -101 and LFGAA to compare the models with or
without the SGV, as shown by Figure 7. Note that the target class and the am-
biguity class share numerous attributes, and thus we can see that many symbols
similar to ’⊕’ indicate the coincidence of the attributes. For each dataset, the left
and right sub-figures respectively indicate strong and slightly weak ambiguities.
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Input image w/o SGV SGV
Fig. 8. The Grad-CAM visualization [36] and classification probabilities of SGVLT -101
(w/ SGV) and LFGAA (w/o SGV). The red bar denotes the classification probability
of target class, and the others indicate top-4 ambiguous classes.
It can be seen that a different degree of ambiguity coincide directly with the
classification probabilities, and the attribute word vector output by the SGV
rarely appears near independent points of ambiguity. Moreover, the ambiguity
class with a high coincidence with the target attribute space can be effectively
disambiguated by the SGV, whereas the model without an SGV fails. For the
ambiguity class with a lower coincidence, the SGV also significantly reduces the
interference of an ambiguous output.
The phenomenon shown in Figure 8 confirms that there are implicit semantic
correlations between the visual features in various regions, which is in line with
our expectations. The SGV network pays attention to co-occurrence of diverse
visual-semantic objects, such as (horses → muscle, meat, fields, etc), (walrus →
horns, water, etc), and the head and wing of birds, while the focus area of the
model w/o SGV is limited and incomplete. From the perspective of classification
probability, the proposed SGV successfully corrects and reduces the ambiguity.
6 Conclusion
In this paper, we propose a semantic graph-enhanced visual network to help
visual embedding acquire the ability to model attribute semantic relationships
before performing ZSL attribute mapping. It is reasonable to give more semantic
support to the visual-semantic bridging and supplement visual embedding with
a semantic association representation. To accomplish this, the three complemen-
tary designs in the SGV network are applied to the graphed model of the visual
features on semantic knowledge graph, performing a semantic regression and
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fusing the graph enhanced features to the visual embedding. We perform an in-
depth series of experiments across several datasets to validate the performance
of our method, and analyse the contribution of each component used. We show
how inclusion of an elementary semantic knowledge graph provides a change in
attention area that impacts the performance of ZSL.
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